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The Company
The increasing environmental concerns among consumers, led recently to the creation of a company dedicated
only to the development and production of environmentally friendly toys. These toys are made of non-toxic
and biodegradable materials. The material used is an agglomerate of wood fibers known commercially as MDF
(Medium Density Fibers) and the connections between the pieces are made with threads of natural latex. All
parts are painted with paints based on natural, non-toxic products. The packages are built from cardboard,
made with recycled paper.
Initially the company will try to establish itself in the national market, but it is expected to expand its sales to
the international market in the near future. Given that future development, the product line developed is

named

.

The launch of the new product line will be based on an articulated doll represented in the following picture.
The constituent parts of the doll can be painted in any color palette of the company, salmon, green, yellow and
natural color
. The articulated doll pictured on the left has all the pieces painted salmon and
the colored one on the right has the additional accessory Bouler hat.

The Company

(contd.)

The product line is completed by two optional accessories, painted in green in the picture, that can be
produced in any color of the palette. The optional accessories are mounted after the assembly of the doll, as
shown in the picture.

Another accessory, the “skirt”, must be mounted during the assembly of the doll, as shown in the next picture.

A trivial (decision) problem (1)

has already a large deployment at the national level and an extensive network of
customers, allowing them to have all the production sold. However, the maximum monthly production is 1000
dolls, whatever the color and the set of built-in accessories.
For each of the types of dolls, the profit per unit sold and the minimum amount to produce are given. These
data are shown in the following table:
Profit

Minimum monthly

e

production

Simple doll (natural color)

5

200

Simple doll (colored)

4

100

Doll with bouler hat and glasses (natural color)

5

100

15

100

7

100

20

100

Doll with bouler hat and glasses (colored)
Doll with skirt (natural color)
Doll with skirt (colored)

The sole purpose of
is maximize the profit. To achieve this, how many dolls of each type
should be produced each month? What is the monthly profit?

A trivial (decision) problem (1) – Solution

As the sole purpose of
is the maximization of profit, the (trivial) solution to the problem
is to produce as much of the most profitable product (colored doll with skirt). It is however necessary to
observe restrictions on the minimum production of each product and on the total production rate.
The solution to this problem is shown in the following table.
Profit

Monthly

e

production

Simple doll (natural color)

5

200

Simple doll (colored)

4

100

Doll with bouler hat and glasses (natural color)

5

100

15

100

7

100

20

400

Doll with bouler hat and glasses (colored)
Doll with skirt (natural color)
Doll with skirt (colored)
The monthly profit will be 12.100 e.

A trivial (decision) problem (2)
has already a large deployment at the national level and an extensive network of
customers, allowing them to have all the production sold.

production bottleneck is the final assembly. The final assembly has an upper production
limit of 1000 dolls, whatever the color and the set of built-in accessories. The production of dolls with
accessories however requires a skilled worker that, if he only produces dolls with skirt, can produce regardless
of the color up to 400 dolls per month. On the other hand, if he only produces dolls with bouler hat and
glasses can produce, regardless of the color, up to 500 dolls per month.
For each of the types of dolls, the profit per unit sold and the minimum amount to produce are given. These
data are shown in the following table:
Profit

Minimum monthly

e

production

Simple doll (natural color)

5

200

Simple doll (colored)

4

100

Doll with bouler hat and glasses (natural color)

5

100

15

100

7

100

20

100

Doll with bouler hat and glasses (colored)
Doll with skirt (natural color)
Doll with skirt (colored)

The sole purpose of
is maximize the profit. To achieve this, how many dolls of each type
should be produced each month? What is the monthly profit?

A trivial (decision) problem (2) – Solution
Decision variables
xsnc , xsc , xbgnc , xbgc , xsknc , xskc

−

quantity of each type of doll that should be produced per month

Constraints
Assembly

xsnc +

xsc

Accessories
Minimum production

xbgnc +
xbgnc
+
500

xbgc +
xbgc
+
500

xsknc +
xsknc
+
400

xsnc

Minimum production

xskc ≤
xskc
≤
400
≥

1000

≥

100

≥

100

≥

100

≥

100

xskc ≥

100

xsc

Minimum production

xbgnc

Minimum production

xbgc

Minimum production

xsknc

Minimum production
Objective Function

max Profit = 5xsnc + 4xsc + 5xbgnc + 15xbgc + 7xsknc + 20xskc
The solution of this problem is represented in the following table.
Profit

Minimum monthly

e

production

Simple doll (natural color)

5

460

Simple doll (colored)

4

100

Doll with bouler hat and glasses (natural color)

5

100

15

100

7

100

20

140

Doll with bouler hat and glasses (colored)
Doll with skirt (natural color)
Doll with skirt (colored)
The monthly profit will be 8.200 e.

1
200

Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) – basic
concepts (MCDAP)

Multiple Criteria Discrete Alternative Problems (MCDAP)
These problems are “discrete” alternative problems because the sets of
alternatives typically consist of modestly-sized collections of choices.
Examples of MCDAP:
• choosing the location for a new airport;
• selecting a computer network;
• choosing a drug rehabilitation program;
• identifying which nuclear power plant to decommission,
• etc...

Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) – basic
concepts (MCOP)

Multiple Criteria Optimization Problems (MCOP)
Feasible sets of alternatives for such problems usually consist of a very large
number or of infinitely many alternatives, defined by systems of equations
and inequalities that identify the feasible region for the decision variables.
Feasible regions may be complex because the vectors of alternatives may
have many components and the number of equations and inequalities may
be large.
Examples of MCOP:
• river basin planning;
• energy planning;
• engineering component design;
• portfolio selection;
• R&D project selection;
• etc...

MCDAP – Moral Algebra: Letter from Benjamin
Franklin to Priestly
London, Sept 19, 1772
Dear Sir,
In the affair of so much importance to you, wherein you ask my advice, I cannot, for want of sufficient
premises, advise you what to determine, but if you please I will tell you how. When those difficult cases occur,
they are difficult, chiefly because while we have them under consideration, all the reasons pro and con are not
present to the mind at the same time; but sometimes one set present themselves, and at other times another,
the first being out of sight. Hence the various purposes or inclinations that alternatively prevail, and the
uncertainty that perplexes us. To get over this, my way is to divide half a sheet of paper by a line into two
columns; writing over the one Pro, and over the other Con. Then, during three or four days consideration, I
put down under the different heads short hints of the different motives, that at different times occur to me, for
or against the measure. When I have thus got them all together in one view, I endeavor to estimate their
respective weights; and where I find two, one on each side, that seem equal, I strike them both out. If I find a
reason pro equal to some two reasons con, I strike out the three. If I judge some two reasons con, equal to
three reasons pro, I strike out the five; and thus proceeding I find at length where the balance lies; and if, after
a day or two of further consideration, nothing new that is of importance occurs on either side, I come to a
determination accordingly. And, though the weight of the reasons cannot be taken with the precision of
algebraic quantities, yet when each is thus considered, separately and comparatively, and the whole lies before
me, I think I can judge better, and am less liable to make a rash step, and in fact I have found great advantage
from this kind of equation, and what might be called moral or prudential algebra.
Wishing sincerely that you may determine for the best, I am ever, my dear friend, yours most affectionately.
B. Franklin

MCDAP – If you doubt, set down all the Reasons, pro
and con, in opposite Columns on a Sheet of Paper...

http://www.archive.org/details/writingsofbenjam07franuoft

MCDAP – Darwin – marry, marry, marry Q.E.D.

http://darwin-online.org.uk

Multiple Criteria Optimization Problem
(MCOP)
has already a large deployment at the national level and an extensive network of
customers, allowing them to have all the production sold. However, the maximum monthly production is 1000
dolls, whatever the color and the set of built-in accessories, and exactly 1000 dolls must be produced.
The production of all dolls must pass by Mr. John. Mr. John has a large experience and can paint the dolls

better than anyone, but he has some health problems and for this reason the Director of
wants to avoid overloading him with work.
For each of the types of dolls, the profit per unit sold, the time spent in Mr. John’s section and the minimum
amount to produce are given. These data are shown in the following table:
Profit

Time in

Minimum monthly

e

Mr. John section

production

Simple doll (natural color)

5

1

200

Simple doll (colored)

4

3

100

Doll with bouler hat and glasses (natural color)

5

3

100

15

10

100

7

10

100

20

10

100

Doll with bouler hat and glasses (colored)
Doll with skirt (natural color)
Doll with skirt (colored)

The objectives of
are to maximize the profit and to minimize the time spend in Mr.
John’s section. To achieve this, how many dolls of each type should be produced each month? What is the
monthly profit?

Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) – basic
concepts
The decision maker has:
• Alternatives or admissible solutions:
– Alternatives zi = [zi1 , zi2 , ...zim ] ∈ Z = {z1 , ...zn } are used mainly in
MCDAP problems.
– Feasible solutions x = [x1 , x2 , ...xo ] ∈ X = {x|g(x) = b ∧ x ≥ 0} are
used mainly in MCOP problems.
• Evaluation criteria, attributes and objectives:
– evaluation criterion: spare Mr. John
– attribute: total time spend in Mr. John’s section
– objective: minimize the total time spend in Mr. John’s section

Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) – basic
concepts

Dominant alternative An alternative (or feasible solution) A dominates
an alternative B iff it is:
• at least as good as B with respect to every objective
• and strictly better then B with respect to at least one objective.
Efficient or Pareto optimal alternative An alternative (or feasible
solution) A is called efficient or Pareto optimal if no other feasible solution
is at least as good as A with respect to every objective and strictly better
than A with respect to at least one objective.
Ideal (Zeleny) Non-feasible solution, defined only in the attributes’
space, that joins up the individual optima.

Multiple Criteria Optimization Problem
(MCOP) – solution
This decision problem is no longer trivial because it is now necessary to take into account two conflicting
objectives.
The minimum amounts required of each type of doll total 700 units. There is still capacity for the production
of 300 additional dolls. These additional dolls will increase the profit, however they will also increase the time
spend in Mr. John’s section.
Analyzing the table, we can conclude that “Simple doll (colored)” and “Doll with bouler hat and glasses
(natural color)” spend the same time in the section of Mr. John, but the “Doll with bouler hat and glasses
(natural color)” has a profit of 5 e per unit while the “Simple doll (colored)” has a profit of 4 e. We can
therefore conclude that the production of “Simple doll (colored)” is dominated by the production of “Doll with
bouler hat and glasses (natural color)”.
We can follow the same reasoning to conclude that the production of “Doll with bouler hat and glasses (natural
color)” is dominated by the production of “Simple doll (natural color)” and that the production of “Doll with
bouler hat and glasses (colored)” and “Doll with skirt (natural color)” are dominated by “Doll with skirt
(colored)”.
The table is then reduced to:

Simple doll (natural color)
Doll with skirt (colored)

Profit

Time in

e

Mr. John section

5

1

20

10

If we decide to produce 300 “Simple doll (natural color)” the profit will be 1 500 e and the total time spent in
the section of Mr. John will be 300 minutes. On the other hand, if we decide to produce only “Doll with skirt
(colored)” the profit will be 6 000 e, but the total time spent in the section of Mr. John will be 3000 minutes.
All the intermediate solutions should be also acceptable.

Multiple Criteria Optimization Problem
(MCOP) – solution (contd.)
Decision variables
xsnc , xskc

−

quantity of each type of doll that should be produced per month

Constraints
Assembly
Positive

xsnc +
xsnc ,

xskc =

300

xskc ≥

0 and integer

Objective Functions
Profit

max

5xsnc +

20xskc

Time Mr. John

min

1xsnc +

10xskc

Acceptable solutions to the problem, considering that the production is done in batches of 50 pieces, are shown
in the table below, together with the values for the two objectives. At this point it is necessary to incorporate
the preferences of decision maker to obtain a preferred solution.

Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) – basic
concepts

Indifference curve The indifference curve joins all the points equally preferred by
the decision maker.

Trade-off between two attributes X and Y What you must lose in X to
increase one unit in Y, without leaving the indifference curve.

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
The AHP method is based on the hierarchical structure of attributes in a manner similar
to that used by the human brain in structuring the knowledge.
To apply the AHP, each of the complex attributes must be subdivided into a set of
sub-attributes. It is however necessary to determine the weight of each attribute in the
final decision.
The AHP calculates these weights based on comparisons between pairs of sub-attributes i
and j (pij ), following the verbal scale:
pij = 1

pji = 1

pij = 2

pji =

pij = 3

pji =

pij = 4

pji =

pij = 5

pji =

pij = 6

pji =

pij = 7

pji =

pij = 8

pji =

pij = 9

pji =

1
2
1
3
1
4
1
5
1
6
1
7
1
8
1
9

if i and j are equally important
intermediate situation
if i is slightly more important than j
intermediate situation
if i is more important than j

i

intermediate situation

..
.

if i is much more important than j
intermediate situation
if i is far more important than j

j

···

pij
..
.

···
..
.

AHP – An exercise with areas
Use AHP to determine in which percentage the area of each shape
contributes to the total area.

AHP – An exercise with areas - the spreadsheet

Spreadsheet for the exercise with areas

, an excellent company – AHP
hopes to become shortly an excellent company.

During several meetings, the board concluded that for the company to become excellent, the working
conditions of its human resources must be improved, the environmental impact must be minimized and the
profit must be maximized. Three production alternatives were considered. A first alternative is to outsource
the painting of the dolls to a specialized company. Since the painting after the assembly of the skirt is very
difficult, the second alternative would be to produce all the dolls in natural color and paint only the dolls with
skirt. A third alternative would be to keep the production as it is, which makes the company less dependent on
other suppliers. The situation is shown schematically in the following diagram.

, an excellent company – AHP

Spreadsheet for

, an excellent company

An additional exercise
Zé Playboy
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